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General understanding of knowledge management

Knowledge management is generally understood as a 
means of having better control over the production and 

usage of explicit and implicit knowledge in organizations of 
any kind.

The objectives of traditional knowledge management in 
a nutshell:

to know what an organization in principle knows and to 
make that knowledge available to the right 

people at the right time.
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Paradigm shift
from 

a knowledge warehouse approach

to 

a communicative collaborative foundation

of knowledge management
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Paradigm shift – from knowledge warehouses ...

collect existing knowledge

transform tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge by 
representing and structuring it

store knowledge in data - or rather knowledge bases

quality control by experts
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Paradigm shift to collaborative knowledge production

basic assumptions

knowledge is decreasingly produced individually but
increasingly in distributed and often virtually organized 
groups

knowledge asymmetries are advantageous for 
collaborative work

incentives are needed for collaborative work
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Paradigm shift to collaborative knowledge production

The paradigm shift in the understanding of knowledge has come about 
because knowledge and information are increasingly no longer 
considered a mainly receptive process of knowledge 

but a constructive process where information is not just the result of a 
particular distribution or retrieval process, using and applying existing 
knowledge to new problems, but is the result of communication
(discourse) processes. 

This can be called the network or collaborative 
approach to knowledge management.
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Science
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Science
Science needs new collaborative forms such as Distributed 
Collaborative Computing (GRID-approach)

Collaborative computing is a concept that says we can use CPU
capacities from multiple machines to work jointly solving a problem that 
requires huge number of CPU cycles if a single machine was to do the 
calculation by itself.

As the advent of internet has allowed computing systems to be 
connected together, we started to harness the computing powers from
multiple commodities equipments.

P2P Journal - Collaborative Computing
http://www.p2pjournal.com/main/collaboration.htm
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Collaborative Computing –
GRID - StrategieWissenschaft
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•distributed.net - Using your computer's idling CPU cycle to 
do shared computing projects, such as cypto, encryption,
dedecryption, prime number studies and researches, etc

•SETI@home - Using shared CPU cycles to calculate the 
probability of extra-terrestrial (E.T.) intelligence existence 
from radio signal analysis. 

•Human Genome project - A 13-year effort coordinated by 
the U.S. Department of Energy and the National Institutes of
Health to map and identify all the approximately 30,000 
genes in human DNA and determine the sequences of the 3
billion chemical base pairs that make up human DNA.

•Anti-Spam efforts, like Bright Mail - Use collaborative to
score e-mail source and determine if it is a spam.

Knowledge is a common good and is collaboratively produced
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eSciDoc Collaborative science

eSciDOC develops a multi-disciplinary 
publication and communication platform for 
science on the basis of open access and 

open collaboration
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eSciDoc Collaborative science
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eSciDoc Collaborative science
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eSciDoc Collaborative science
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Wikipedia

collaborative 
encyclopaedia
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Wikipedia
quality control

conflict resolution
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How are policies enforced

Since Wikipedia has no editor-in-chief or top-down article 
approval mechanism, active participants make copyedits and
corrections to the format and content problems they see. So the 
participants are both writers and editors.

Individual users thus enforce most policies and guidelines by 
editing pages, and discussing matters with each other. 

Some policies, such as Vandalism, are enforced by Administrators
by blocking users. 

Vandalism is any addition, deletion, or change to content made in a
deliberate attempt to reduce the quality of the encyclopedia. The 

most common type of vandalism is the replacement of existing text
with obscenities, page blanking, or the insertion of bad jokes or other 
nonsense. Fortunately, this kind of vandalism is usually easy to spot. 
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How are policies enforced

In extreme cases the Arbitration Committee has the power 
to deal with highly disruptive situations, as part of the 
general dispute resolution procedure. 

The Arbitration Committee exists to
impose binding solutions to Wikipedia 

disputes. This solution may be 
anything up to and including a ban 

from editing Wikipedia for a period of 
time. 

The Arbitration Committee is the last
step in the dispute resolution process
— it is a last resort to be turned to

when all else has failed. Other steps,
including discussion between users
and, where appropriate, mediation,
should be tried first. The Arbitration 

Committee exists to deal with only the 
most serious disputes and cases of

rule-breaking. 
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How are policies enforced

Some features of the software which could potentially be misused, 
such as deleting pages and locking pages from editing, are restricted
to Administrators, who are experienced and trusted members of the 
community. 

Administrators are Wikipedians who have access to
technical features that help with maintenance ("SysOp

rights"). Wikipedia practice is to grant this access to anyone 
who has been an active and regular Wikipedia contributor 
for a while, is familiar with and respects Wikipedia policy, 

and is generally a known and trusted member of the 
community. 
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Other existing features of quality control

Godparenthood – for single articles or sub-domains

discussion groups

excellent articles (consensus needed within 20 days)
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Other features of quality control are needed

Implementation of reviewing procedures (not necessarily peer 
reviewing)

Each modification should be reported to the last contributor(s)

Each new article needs to be marked as tentative/preliminary –
released when

a certain number of collaborateurs have contributed to the 
article
the collaborateurs are well-known „wiki activists“ (degree of 
reputation)

article qualifies by a high link and/or reference degree
(number of internal and external references/links)
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K3
collaborative 
knowledge 

management 
in e-learning
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Success factors of collaborative learning

In general
The preference for collaborative knowledge management in e-

learning is based on the assumption that the quality of 
collaboratively produced or acquired knowledge 
is higher than the quality of individually produced or acquired 
knowledge, even higher than the set union of all individually 
produced or acquired knowledge in a group.
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Success factors of collaborative learning

In particular

The success of collaborative learning is not only an exchange of
knowledge of group members, but is in addition highly dependent 

on access to external (new) knowledge which has not 
yet been acquired by the group members. 

Access to Information and Information Sharing
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Success factors of collaborative learning

In particular

Collaborative work normally takes place among people with 
heterogeneous backgrounds of knowledge and experience. By 
providing different perspectives and problem-solving strategies, 

asymmetries are not a negative factor but can 
promote the group process of generating alternatives for 
solving a problem or generating different learning paths.

Taking Advantage of Information Asymmetries
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Success factors of collaborative learning

In particular

Higher quality and effectivity for acquisition and production of
knowledge is the main purpose of collaborative learning, but the

acquisition of a special kind of communication or 
social competence from working in groups in a virtual 
environment it is more than a mere side-effect. 

New Communicative/Social Competence
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K3

K3 is an open software system that supports collaborative and
distributed production/acquisition of knowledge in academic 
learning environments

A rating feature is integral part of the K3 system and is 
the basis of the incentive system. Every entry a student 
makes to the system – be it a comment on a current thread 
or a reference link – is registered and credited as individual 
performance or as part of collaborative work. 

These contributions also generate certain (visualized) 
scores. This allows a permanent feedback function
showing the students how they are performing. By 
comparing individual (or group) performance with other 
students’ (or group) performance every participant (or 
group) can see their current standing within the community.
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K3 objectives

Collaborative e-learning in K3 has a twofold general objective:

Firstly, to let virtual groups (and in them, of course, 
individual learners) produce content and acquire knowledge 
in the special course domain, and, 

secondly, to acquire information and communication 
competence. 
With respect to raising information competence, students 
are encouraged to attach so-called reference objects (web 
links, bibliographic references, external files) to their 
contributions in K3
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Blended learning – Phases in a K3-course (information 
ethics)
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K3 course structure (overview)
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Moderator - thesis

Researcher –pose a 
question

Summarizer - result

discourse types

K3 discourse structure
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K3-Forum Visualization - K3Vis

K3VIS – discourse 
visualization

subset of a discourseDiscourse objects – roles and types
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Evaluation

Benchmarking
in K3
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K3 benchmarks have been designed to evaluate and to rate the 
collaborative activities of the groups and members. 

The comparison of the individual scores and making it visible to
every member is also a strongly motivational momentum. 

Benchmarking is also a proof of discourse control. For the 
lecturer, it is a great help for assessing students. 

Benchmarking works on a quantity basis and does not reflect 
quality issues. 

To rate the quality of discourse objects it is necessary to
analyse content (intellectually and/or automatically). 

Concluding remarks on benchmarking in K3 
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K3 benchmarks on individual level.
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K3 benchmarks on group level.
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K3 benchmarks on group level.
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29Information Engineering - Department of Computer and Information Science at the University of Constance
Projekt K³

Gruppenkollaborationsgrad
Mögliche Visualisierungsform

G1 (1/1/1/1)

G2 (0,75/0,5/0,5/0,5)

Synthesegrad

Teilnahmegrad

Unabhängigkeitsgrad Interaktionsgrad

1,0

0,75

0,50

0,25

G2

G1

Evaluation of group performance according to the
degree of collaboration

degree of interaction

degree of participation

degree of independance

degree of synthesis

Degree of collaboration within a group
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Summary
Conclusion

Perspectives
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Summary - Conclusion - Perspectives

Incentives for the collaborative production of knowledge and 
for sharing knowledge are necessary

Gratification not necessarily based on financial recognition but on 
reputational recognition (at least in science and education)

Elaborate quality control and conflict resolution is 
necessary in collaborative environments

Knowledge is increasingly in distributed and often virtually organized 
groups

Knowledge asymmetries are advantageous for collaborative work
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Conclusion - Perspectives
Collaboration supports a multi-perspective and multi-
disciplinary view on knowledge

Traditional intellectual property rights (IPR) regimes
(protecting individual rigths) support the exploitation of existing 
knowledge rather than advantaging the production of new 
knowledge as the basis for innovation

Knowledge sharing, creating win-win-situations for each 
participants in collaborative work is the basis for open innovation

Collaboration in electronic communication environments 
abolish hierarchies and authorities
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Thank your for 
your attention

Powerpoints available at
www.kuhlen.name

This document will be published under the following Creative-Commons-License:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/de//
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Paradigm shift – from knowledge warehouses ...

knowledge accessible through retrieval/query languages
and, increasingly, through sophisticated data mining
techniques

knowledge adaptable to heterogeneous user profiles

presenting retrieval/mining results in flexible sophisticated forms 

of visualization.
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Value-adding effects of electronic communication for collaborative
knowledge production, distribution and use

electronic communication makes exchange of 
knowledge possible between people who never will 
have a chance to meet in person 
electronic communication brings people together with
different (domain-specific, professional and personal) 
backgrounds and different life styles and different 
normative behaviour

supports a multi-perspective view on knowledge
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in electronic communication environment each
contribution/comment is subject to modification, correction, 
enlargement – there is no such a thing as final knowledge
electronic communication promotes knowledge sharing
discourse is the main means of quality control
rather than expert peer reviewing

electronic communication abolish hierarchies and 
authorities

Value-adding effects of electronic communication for
collaborative knowledge production, distribution and use
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eSciDoc Collaborative science
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“The Encyclopedia of the French philosophers was not just a 
knowledge base project, but it was also a political project designed 
to propagate the ideas of the Enlightenement and to establish the 
reign of "Reason" as the basis of modern public debate.” (Jean-

Baptiste Soufron).

Jean-Baptiste Soufron: The political importance of the Wikipedia Project : the only 
true Encyclopedia of our days. Wikipedia : towards a new electronic Enlightenment 
Era ? (2004 - http://soufron.free.fr/soufron-spip/article.php3?id_article=71)

Cf.  Richard Stallmann: The Free Universal Encyclopedia and Learning Resource
(first 1999 - http://www.gnu.org/encyclopedia/free-encyclopedia.html).


